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OUR PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
INVESTMENT
MODEL ALLOWS
US TO CREATE
WEALTH, BUILD
HOMES AND
CHANGE LIVES.
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A TRIED AND TESTED
INVESTMENT STRATEGY
An investment can look good on paper, but its worth is derived from its ability to deliver results in the real
world. Numbers on paper are just that, and many investors find that their investments can fall short of
promised returns.
Over the last few years, we have honed and revised our
investment models based on the challenges we’ve encountered
from practical experience in undertaking our developments.
The result is two distinct models of investment structured to
serve the needs of investors and the experience required for
us to consistently achieve the targeted performance.
As of February 2019, we have a community of over two
hundred investors, two completed projects under our belt,
and fourteen active projects with a combined gross realisation
value of over $130 million. Our investment models have been
forged in the fire of this real-world experience.
Our first project (completed while operating as Investments
Squared Pty Ltd) delivered a 32.5% return over a 30 month
investment term, which is an annual return-on-investment
of 13%. This project, called Aspire, involved a capital raise of
$1,000,000 and delivered five townhouses to market.
Our second project, The Precedent, settled in October 2018.
The Precedent involved a capital raise of AU$1,000,000 to
build six townhouses. This project delivered a return of 42.5%
over a 37 month duration, resulting in an annual return-oninvestment of 13.7%.

Our property development investments work by raising
capital from investors to purchase a lot of land suitable for
development. By developing the land and selling the properties,
we obtain a profit which is used to pay the investors their
return.
Unlike a traditional buy-and-hold property strategy, our ability
to achieve a profit is not inherently tied to market performance;
as long as the combined sales price of the developed properties
is higher than the cost to build them, we still achieve a profit.
There are a variety of factors other than final sales price that
also influence how much profit a particular development will
generate, such as the purchase price of the land, construction
costs, and loan interest. This allows us to achieve a profit
from the lucrative property market without being completely
dependent on the performance of the market.
Our community is a diverse group of Australian and
international investors united by their need for a reliable
investment model that provides them financial freedom and
flexibility. We are proud to extend this offer to you.

HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE

45%
40%
35%
30%

TARGETED RETURN RANGE

25%
20%

ASPIRE

PRECEDENT

End Payment returns over total investment term. Investment terms varies per development.
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PROVIDING YOU WITH
HIGHER RETURNS
Property development has been a successful investment
model for decades. With record-breaking results reported
in capital cities across Australia, many investors are using
Australian property to become financially independent.
Due to a concept known as “economies of scale”, it is
more efficient and cost-effective to do something in larger
numbers. Which means that building thirty houses is not
thirty times more expensive than building a single house.
The cost per townhouse becomes far more competitive
compared to just building a single townhouse. As a result,
larger investments that involve more funds are more
efficient than smaller investments and have bigger profit
margins.

When twenty people team up and pool their resources,
they can now afford to fund larger projects with better
returns.
By banding together, development investors allow each
other to participate in smarter, more rewarding investments
at affordable entry points as low as $100,000.
$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

UNIT TRUST

However, the average person cannot afford to fund
multi-million dollar property development projects by
themselves. This is where our investment model comes in.
At the most basic level, a property development is a way
for investors to crowdfund a large investment opportunity.

PROTECTING
YOUR CAPITAL
For most of our Developments, we pool investor’s capital by creating a Unit Trust. A Unit Trust is a method of
collective investment created by, and operating in accordance with, a trust deed. A Unit Trust pools money
from multiple investors into a single fund, which is then managed by the trustee.
By structuring our investments as a Unit Trust, we provide
our investors with legal protections that secure their invested
capital.

and capital of the Trust (as specified in the Trust Deed). The
trustee then uses the funds within the trust to undertake the
development on the behalf of the unit holders.

Unit Trusts are created by a legal document called a trust
deed. A trust deed is prepared by a solicitor and is a legallybinding agreement for all parties involved in the Unit Trust.
The Trust Deed outlines the purpose of the trust, the rights
and obligations of trustees, the rights and obligations of unit
holders, the powers of the trustee, and identifies the various
parties involved in the trust.

The largest protection offered to investors by a Unit Trust
structure is that an investor’s capital is secured against the land
that is purchased by the Unit Trust. The Unit Trust owns the
land, and the unit holders are entitled to a portion of the trust’s
assets. In the worst-case scenario, unit holders can choose to
appoint a new trustee to undertake the development or even
sell the purchased land to recoup their capital.

When a Unit Trust is created for a development, we also create
a special purpose vehicle (SPV) company to function as the
trustee of the unit trust. This SPV is typically named after the
address of the development site. For example, the SPV of our
Olympus development is called 49 Toorak Rd Pty Ltd.

Another protection is that a trustee owes a duty of care to unit
holders and beneficiaries within the Unit Trust and the unit
deed mandates that the trustee acts in the best interests of the
unit holders and beneficiaries at all times. If a trustee fails to
do so, they can be held personally liable with civil and criminal
penalties depending on the severity of the their actions.

When an investor invests into one our developments, they
are actually investing into a Unit Trust that has been created
specifically for that development. Each investor in the trust
receives units proportional to the amount of capital they invest
($1,000 equals one unit). A unit is a piece of property that
entitles the unit holder to a specified portion of the income
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Of course, no investment is entirely without risk, but this legal
structure minimises that risk as much as possible by ensuring
that an investor’s capital is secured against a tangible asset
and that the trustee is acting in the best interests of investors
at all times.

DIVERSIFICATION
& STABILITY
Our strategy for the next few years is built upon a foundation of diversification to provide stability despite
fluctuating market conditions. We utilize geographic diversification and operate in two cities: Melbourne
and Brisbane. We also diversify our developments across property types and value ranges to cater for both
mainstream and prime markets.

Melbourne

Brisbane

A declining market is a buyer’s market, and in Melbourne we’re
a buyer. Due to our strong financial position and available
capital, we will be purchasing new development sites in
Melbourne over the next twelve to eighteen months at low
prices. Our focus for Melbourne is in the East and SouthEast corridors in areas such as Camberwell, Springvale, and
Beaconsfield. We are searching for high-end property where
the downturn has affected land prices the most. This gives us
an opportunity to purchase with great terms and price.

For mainstream properties, our focus is on suburbs in
Brisbane’s north such as Everton Park, Stafford and Gordon
Park. In Brisbane we are targeting the prime market with
several luxury home developments in Hamilton, and planned
developments in Ascot.

While a flat or declining market in Melbourne may appear
to put Lion Property Group in a weak position, it is actually
beneficial.

We are also searching for sites suitable for the first-homebuyer market with end-selling prices to be in the $600,000
to $750,000 range. When the Melbourne market recovers in
several years time, our Melbourne projects will have progressed
to the point where they are ready for sale so we can capitalise
on recovering prices and achieve higher profitability.

Our strategy for Brisbane is similar to our Melbourne strategy,
except we are reaching the stage with our developments
where we are selling, rather than buying.

We have nine developments located in Brisbane that will be
completed in the next three years, with at least three (likely
more) completing in 2019. Rising prices in the Brisbane market
will allow us to attain higher sales prices for our Brisbane
developments, and thus more profit for investors, over the
next few years.
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YOUR INVESTMENT
OPTIONS
CASH FLOW

END PAYMENT

Up to 12% per annum, paid monthly

Up to 35%, paid upon completion

This investment option is for people who prefer a secure,
consistent investment opportunity. Regardless of the overall
investment performance, you will always receive the agreedupon return, on time, every time. Your returns are paid to you
in fixed monthly installments, with the return you receive
determined by the length of investment - a longer investment
term results in higher returns.

Our variable option delivers returns in line with the
performance of the investment. If the project performs better
than expected, your return will be higher. But the possibility
also exists that returns may be lower than anticipated.
Your return is paid in a single installment at the end of the
investment term when the Development is concluded.

Our investors typically use this method as a way to achieve
an additional revenue stream, reduce debt, or to simply have
some extra cash in their day-to-day life. This model makes this
possible while providing peace of mind and stability.

This option has bigger rewards, but there can be several
factors in this model which may impact results that are not
present in the Cash Flow option.

YOUR RETURNS, DEMONSTRATED
The tables below demonstrate what your returns will be
and when you will receive them based on which investment
option you choose. These examples are based on the minimum
$100,000 investment. Since the End Payment option delivers
variable returns, we have included two examples below, one
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which shows the minimum targeted return and one which
shows the maximum targeted return. Your initial investment
capital is also returned upon completion, but is not included in
the figures below.

Fixed (6 month)

Fixed (12 month)

Fixed (Whole Term)

End Payment (25%)

End Payment (35%)

Month 1

$800

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 2

$800

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 3

$800

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 4

$800

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 5

$800

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 6

$800

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 7

N/A

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 8

N/A

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 9

N/A

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 10

N/A

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 11

N/A

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 12

N/A

$900

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 13

N/A

N/A

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 14

N/A

N/A

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 15

N/A

N/A

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 16

N/A

N/A

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 17

N/A

N/A

$1,000

$0

$0

Month 18

N/A

N/A

$1,000

$25,000

$35,000

Return Per Annum

9.6%

10.8%

12%

16.6%

23.3%

Your Profit

$9,600

$10,800

$12,000

$25,000

$35,000

OUR DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS

1

10

We locate a site and conduct
a feasibility study to ensure
the site is suitable and will be
proﬁtable as one of our projects.

11

9

2

12

8

13

7

14
Our sales team begin selling
the properes oﬀ-the-plan to raise
addional funds and reduce
the construcon loan required.

Applicaons are submied
to council seeking approval
to develop the proposed
site layout and any required
amendments are made.
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5
The architect’s plans are submied
to council for approval to commence
the build.

Legal counsel represenng both pares
meet to ﬁnalise the disbursement of
funds and keys are handed over to
the new owners.

A suitable builder is awarded
the tender based on proposed
costs, quality of build and prior
track record.

Working closely with our architect
of choice, a design is created to
opmise the use of the land available
and maximise proﬁt.

4

Property and land tles are prepared
for the new owners of each dwelling.

Finance is obtained to fund
the construcon process.

Investors are gathered to
raise required funds to launch
the project and monies are
deposited into a trust account.

3

Any properes which were not sold
oﬀ-the-plan are listed and sold
through our residenal sales team.

The builder engages the required
trades and manages the construcon
process through to compleon.

The proﬁts from the sale of the properes
are deposited back into the trust account
created for the project.

15
The project is opened to tender to find
a suitable builder capable of delivering
the project to scope and within budget.

The proﬁts in the trust account
and inial investments are distributed
back to the investors.

* Please note, some steps in this process can occur concurrently, whereas others must occur sequentially.
* The duration of certain steps may also be affected by the complexity of the project. Therefore, these timings are indicative only.
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HISTORY AND
EXPERIENCE

Garry Pesochinsky
Cert IV of Financial Services (F/MB)

Garry Pesochinsky’s journey through life has had many twists and
turns. He began his professional career working in the IT industry,
starting at an IT helpdesk position and working his way up over
eleven years to an IT Team Leader at National Australia Bank.

In 2015, Garry added another branch to his business: Property
Developments. In the period from 2015-2018 under his
leadership, the Developments branch managed 14 projects, with
100 clients and over $20 million in funds under management.

Garry’s interest in Property Development started in his personal
life. His father flipped properties for 25 years, and after having his
second child, Garry decided to try something similar.

In early 2018, Garry decided to focus his attention on Property
Developments and purchased the subsidiary companies which
managed the Property Developments of his business and formed
Lion Property Group with his new business partners.

His first property development was an older home located on
a 700 square metre block of land in Brighton East, which he
subdivided, built another home, and resold the original while he
moved into the new property. While he encountered challenges
along the way, Garry was encouraged by his success and continued
to develop properties. His next two Developments were located
in Camberwell.
At the age of 27, while working for NAB, and undertaking these
Developments, Garry decided to start a new business with his
younger brother and study to obtain his Certificate IV in Financial
Services. He juggled all of this for three years.
After three years, Garry decided to quit his safe NAB job and
follow his passion and grow his business. Over the next decade,
Garry and his brother grew their business from two employees
working out of a spare bedroom into a medium size business with
over eighty employees in three offices in Melbourne, Sydney, and
Brisbane.
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At Lion Property Group, Garry works as Head of Developments
where he utilizes his skills in project management, site evaluation,
finance, and capital raising to keep sixteen active projects on
schedule.
Garry’s goal in life is to empower as many people as possible to
achieve ultimate freedom. In addition to being a tremendous
vehicle to generate wealth for Investors, Property Developments
allow Garry to build better homes and better communities for
society.

IN 10 YEARS, GARRY GREW
HIS BUSINESS FROM TWO
EMPLOYEES TO OVER EIGHTY

HISTORY AND
EXPERIENCE

Michael Peroumal
Licenced Real Estate Agent (LREA)
Associate Fellow of the National Real Estate Association (AFNREA)

Michael Peroumal has been working in the Sales industry and
assisting Sales professionals for over 25 years. With his direct
experience in Property sales, business development, account
management, training, and coaching he has developed an intimate
understanding of the proven strategies that lead to outstanding
sales results.
After buying his first investment property at the age of 21, Michael
discovered and fell in love with the power of what property can
do for your wealth. He has continued his work in the industries
of Sales and Property by assisting thousands of clients build
their own property investment portfolio. He believes in simple
yet practical strategies that are easy to implement which enable
people to achieve fast productivity gains, profitability, and life
growth.
He has worked all over the world in his professional sales career
including Australasia, South East Asia, USA, Europe, and Africa.
He has managed, trained, and coached both small and large
teams of sales professionals. Under his leadership, these teams
consistently achieved outstanding sales results across a large
cross section of industries including: Property and Development,
Property Consulting, HR/Recruiting, Professional Services, Health
& Wellbeing, Wellness Products, High-end Education, Industrial
Sales, Direct Sales, Medical & Security services, and Sustainable
Energy.

Michael is a fully Licensed Real Estate Agent (LREA) and Associate
Fellow of the National Real Estate Association (AFNREA). His
direct yet open approach has enabled him to assist thousands of
clients to confidently and safely build their successful property
and development portfolios. With core values of integrity and
trust, Michael loves developing the belief, skills and wisdom to
empower any property development/investor to achieve the
results the want and desire.
On a personal note, Michael became a father in 2010. It was at this
point that he truly understood the power and meaning of leaving
an eternal legacy to the world, and began the next phase of his life
journey to continually update his knowledge and develop his skills
to ensure he performs at the highest level.

MICHAEL BOUGHT HIS FIRST
INVESTMENT PROPERTY AT
21 AND DISCOVERED THE
POWER OF PROPERTY
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HISTORY AND
EXPERIENCE

John Sader
Advanced Diploma Management (Bus)
Accredited Behavioral Specialist
International Coach Guild - Founding Member
With a rich and varied career spanning across two decades,
John Sader has worked with high performance teams in a
range of industries to deliver outstanding results.
Born in Melbourne, Australia, John’s humble beginnings are
a catalyst which drive him to master the skills of persuasive
communication and leverage these techniques to obtain
extraordinary results.

This focused engagement with traditional and off the plan
sales teams served to further sharpen John’s ability to generate
highly qualified leads, retain interest, and grow sales through a
variety of online and offline applications.
As a digital native, John’s interest in online publication, lead
generation, campaign management, and delivery of live events
brings a depth to the Lion team which is truly invaluable.

As an avid reader with an ever-curious nature, John has
devoted himself to understanding what motivates the people
who change the world. This journey of knowledge led John to
becoming certified by the Coaching Institute. It was here that
John specialised in interpersonal communication patterns and
how they can be used to improve business outcomes. These
skills allowed John to become a facilitator for The Coaching
Institute as well as a founding member of The International
Coach Guild.

John is certified in Meta Dynamics and Hypnosis, accredited
in Extended DISC Behavioral Profiling and holds an Advanced
Diploma of Management. This extensive knowledge is the
source of John’s in depth awareness of the human mind, which
combined with his industry experience as a senior leader,
provides clear guidance which drives Lion Property Group’s
high performance culture.

Through his years of studies, facilitation, and consulting work,
John refined his innate abilities and discovered how to apply
his learnings directly within the fields of Sales and Marketing.
Coupled with his passion for investing in the Australian
property market, John found a synergy which empowered real
estate professionals to improve their inbound enquiries and
conversion rates.

JOHN HAS WORKED WITH
HIGH PERFORMANCE TEAMS
IN A RANGE OF INDUSTRIES TO
DELIVER OUTSTANDING RESULTS
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MEET
THE TEAM
Those who accomplish great things are people who are united
by a common vision. When you rally enough enough people
who share the same intention, anything is possible.
Our team at Lion Property Group consists of over twenty
people who are united by such a purpose: to drive positive
global change by delivering high-performance investment
results.

Spread across two offices in Melbourne and Brisbane, our
team consists of professionals with a diverse skillset across
a variety of industries: real estate, sales, HR, marketing, law,
and accounting. Led by leaders with decades of experience,
the Lion Property Group team is committed to excellence and
achieving the best outcomes for our clients.

OUR
COMMUNITY

Our Investor community is a diverse group of Australian and
international investors united by their need for a reliable
investment model that provides them financial freedom
and flexibility. At the start of 2019, our Investor community
consists of over two hundred active investors.

We host regular events for our Investor community, including
Appreciation Dinners, Investor Mix ‘n’ Mingles, and Settlement
Experience Trips.
We also provide regular updates to our Investors via email and a
private Facebook group on the progress of the Developments.
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OUR
DEVELOPMENTS

THE PRECEDENT
11 Sidney Street, Nundah, QLD

A multi-townhouse development consisting of 6 properties
built on a 819m² lot in the Brisbane suburb of Nundah. These
townhouses have 3 bedrooms, 2+ bathrooms, a study, and car
spaces. These homes are designed to offer residents a warm
living space which combined nature and style.

are abounds in Nundah, perfect for getting out for some exercise
on the weekend or letting the kids run free after school. The
streets are built on gently sloping hills and are lined with luscious
flora. Most homes are built in Queenslander style with white
painted walls and timber exteriors.

Nundah was chosen as a Development site due to its superb
location; sandwiched between the Brisbane CBD, Airport, Trade
Coast, and Fortitude Valley, and less than 10 kilometres from all
of them.

Our chosen architect for this Development is Base Architecture,
a multi-award winning firm located in Queensland with specialist
knowledge and experience working in the area. Base Architecture
have completed over 330 projects since their founding in 2004
and have received over 18 awards from the Royal Australian
Institute of Architects.

Nundah itself is a rapidly changing and diverse community with
a strong focus on family values and supporting local community
initiatives. Parks, reserves, sports grounds, and recreation centres
Images are indicative only.
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OUR
DEVELOPMENTS

TWO FIVE BARRYMORE
25 Barrymore Street, Everton Park, QLD
A multi-townhouse development site of 804m² located in
Everton Park. The Two Five Barrymore Development will deliver
six townhouses to market, each with 3 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms,
and included car parking.
8 kilometres north of Brisbane’s CBD, Everton Park is a prospering
suburb popular with couples and independents. It’s a short trip
to the CBD, whether by catching a train at Enoggera Station or
driving by South Pine Road, perfect for white-collar professionals.
As a result, the suburb has just under 9,000 residents and the
median age is 35.
We chose Everton Park because it is an ideal location for a relaxing
lifestyle. Residents can go for a nice bike ride along the Kedron
Brook Bikeway, take a stroll through Teralba Park, or get some
retail therapy at nearby Brookside Shopping Centre. The gently

sloping hills of Everton Park are lined with vibrant foliage, and
the area instils calm in the soul. The area is blessed with amazing
weather; it’s almost always a sunny 20+ degrees Celsius.
These factors, combined with the extensive infrastructure and
job growth occurring in the CBD, Airport, and Trade Coasts, are
setting up Everton Park for some truly astounding growth over
the next decade.
Our chosen architect for this Development is Base Architecture,
a multi-award winning firm located in Queensland with specialist
knowledge and experience working in the area. Base Architecture
have completed over 330 projects since their founding in 2004
and have received over 18 awards from the Royal Australian
Institute of Architects.

Images are indicative only.
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OUR
DEVELOPMENTS

EVERTON PEAK

2-4 Barrymore Street, Everton Park, QLD
A development of ten townhouses in Everton Park. The final
properties will have 3 bedrooms, 2.5 bathrooms, and either a
single or double car garage. This development combines state
of the art architecture with luxurious specifications and top-tier
finishes. These stunning homes utilize premium materials like
spotted gum and cedar timber, natural porcelains, mosaic tiling,
and frosted glass to reinforce the atmosphere of luxury. They also
have balconies to offer residents a stunning view of the region.
This Development is just down the road from our previous
Development Two Five Barrymore, and the site was chosen for the
same reasons.

Images are indicative only.
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Our chosen architect for this Development is Base Architecture,
a multi-award winning firm located in Queensland with specialist
knowledge and experience working in the area. Base Architecture
have completed over 330 projects since their founding in 2004
and have received over 18 awards from the Royal Australian
Institute of Architects.

OUR
DEVELOPMENTS

PANORAMA VIEWS

29 Gort Crescent, Stafford, QLD
A 5-townhouse development in the growing suburb of Stafford.
These properties are 3 bedroom homes with 2.5 bathrooms.
Panorama Views is raising the bar and changing expectations of
homes in this sleepy postwar suburb.
Stafford is another suburb in Brisbane’s north that provides
optimal connectivity to the CBD, Airport, and Trade Coast which
is why this site was selected. Stafford is 6 kilometres from the
CBD, 3.4 km² in size, and home to 6,561 people.
Originally called Happy Valley, Stafford is a residential suburb
with Queenslander-style homes and large quarter-acre blocks.

Formerly a post-war suburb, Stafford is seeing an influx of young
families looking for homes close to the Brisbane CBD. Stafford
lives up to its former name, offering residents a short commute to
the CBD, plenty of employment opportunities, amazing weather
year-round, and continually improving amenities.
Our chosen architect for this Development is Base Architecture,
a multi-award winning firm located in Queensland with specialist
knowledge and experience working in the area. Base Architecture
have completed over 330 projects since their founding in 2004
and have received over 18 awards from the Royal Australian
Institute of Architects.

Images are indicative only.
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OUR
DEVELOPMENTS

EVERVILLE

814-818 South Pine Road, Everton Park, QLD
Our largest site in Queensland at 6,753m², the South Pine Views
Development will deliver thirty 3-bedroom townhouses to
market.
In addition to the benefits of Everton Park outlined previously,
this site was chosen because it offers stunning views of the
Brisbane CBD. The sloping site also allows us to ensure that each
individual townhouse will have access to the view.

Images are indicative only.
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Our chosen architect for this Development is Base Architecture,
a multi-award winning firm located in Queensland with specialist
knowledge and experience working in the area. Base Architecture
have completed over 330 projects since their founding in 2004
and have received over 18 awards from the Royal Australian
Institute of Architects.

OUR
DEVELOPMENTS

BANKSIA

33 Burnaby Terrace, Gordon Park, QLD
This Development in Gordon Park in situated upon a 1,141m²
lot of land. Upon completion this Development will provide an
additional ten 3-bedroom townhouses to the suburb.

within Brisbane’s inner northern belt provides immediate access
to major infrastructure such as the Airport Link M7 and the
Northern Busway.

Located in the middle of Brisbane’s northern suburbs, Gordon
Park is a quiet residential area and also the smallest suburb within
the Brisbane City Council area. Gordon Park is approximately 6
kilometres north of the Brisbane CBD. Its northern boundary
coincides with the Kedron Brook and the plentiful bike paths and
walking trails surrounding it. Gordon Park’s excellent position

Our chosen architect for this Development is Base Architecture,
a multi-award winning firm located in Queensland with specialist
knowledge and experience working in the area. Base Architecture
have completed over 330 projects since their founding in 2004
and have received over 18 awards from the Royal Australian
Institute of Architects.

Images are indicative only.
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OUR
DEVELOPMENTS

THE PARKSIDE

10 Romsey Street, Noble Park, VIC
The Parkside will create six 3-bedroom townhouses on a 734m²
plot in Noble Park. These townhouses feature basement parking,
porches, and balconies.
This site shares the same benefits as our other Noble Park
Developments, and was chosen for similar reasons. However, this
particular site has the additional benefit of being a corner lot with
more street frontage.

Images are indicative only.
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Our chosen Architect for this Development is Pink Architecture.
We chose this architect because of their impressive work history
and their lateral thinking abilities, cutting-edge designs, and
tremendous work ethic.

OUR
DEVELOPMENTS

THE BEACON

3-7 Pink Hill, Beaconsfield, VIC
Our largest Development to date in terms of land size, The Beacon
will convert a 12,261m² vacant lot into ten house subdivisions as
well as an additional 28 townhouses for a total of 38 properties.
Beaconsfield is a satellite suburb of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia,
46 km south-east of Melbourne’s Central Business District,
located within the Shire of Cardinia local government area. This
suburb was chosen as a development site for several reasons.
Firstly, Beaconsfield is a desirable place to live, offering residents
easy access to a variety of high quality amenities, including
schools, daycares, parks, reserves, shops, restaurants, and
community facilities.

Secondly, the performance of Beaconsfield in the past two years
indicates potential for investors. Beaconsfield units have grown
13.17% in 2017 and 13.33% in 2016, and Beaconsfield houses
grew 18.14% in 2017.
Beaconsfield has excellent connectivity infrastructure, with Bus
Route 837, Beaconsfield Train Station, Princes Freeway, and
Princes Highway in close proximity.
We chose Human Habitats as the town planner for The Beacon.
Founded in 2013, Human Habitats are an urban planning firm
located in Docklands, Melbourne who have successfully delivered
dozens of planning projects across a variety of industries.

Images are indicative only.
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OUR
DEVELOPMENTS

WATERPOINT

9 Whyenbah Street, Hamilton, QLD
The Waterpoint Development will add two uber luxurious
Hampton-style houses to market, each with 4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
and a private pool. The upper levels will feature water views of
the Brisbane river and the CBD.
Hamilton is an inner northern suburb of Brisbane, Queensland,
Australia, 7 kilometres from Brisbane’s Central Business District.
The suburb of Hamilton is one of Brisbane’s most affluent. In 2013
Hamilton had the highest mean taxable income in Queensland,
and in 2018 the median house price was over $1.3 million, more
than double the Brisbane average. Hamilton is a retreat for the
wealthy seeking a home close to Brisbane without sacrificing the
highest quality lifestyle.
The aesthetic of Hamilton offers a blend of contemporary postImages are indicative only.
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modern architecture juxtaposed with heritage-listed properties
like Toorak House, El Nido, and Hamilton Town Hall. The drive into
the city proper is accompanied by views of leisure yachts cruising
along the river. The skyline features the rising towers of the
Brisbane CBD contrasted against the blue sky of perfect Brisbane
weather. Nearby golf courses, racecourses, and parks add a
splash of green to the scenery, providing ample opportunities for
exercise and recreation.
We chose Profile Architecture to design this Development. Based
in Brisbane, Profile Architecture are natives to the area with
ten years of experience under their belt. In particular, Profile
Architecture’s extensive portfolio of high-end multi-million dollar
luxury homes was a key factor behind our decision to utilize their
services.

OUR
DEVELOPMENTS

OLYMPUS

49 Toorak Road, Hamilton, QLD
This iconic home will transform one of Brisbane’s most coveted
real estate locations into a multi level, multi million dollar
home. Perched high above the cityscape on one of Brisbane’s
most exclusive street addresses (Toorak Road, Hamilton), this
development will deliver high end living with city and harbour
views to die for.
This Hamilton site was chosen for similiar reasons as our previous
Waterpoint Development. In addition to the superb amenities and

heritage of the location, this particular site boasts tremendous
uninterrupted views of the CBD and Brisbane River.
We chose Profile Architecture to design this Development.
Based in Brisbane, Profile Architecture are natives to the area
with ten years of experience under their belt. In particular, Profile
Architecture’s extensive portfolio of high-end multi-million dollar
luxury homes was a key factor behind our decision to utilize their
services.

Images are indicative only.
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